3D face construction from front and profile 2D image by unknown
In this fast-track and uncertain world, the difference we can make with 3D view experience of someone is noteworthy and our 
intention is to draw them closer to the reality. Though people are attracted to the novelty, 3D is more traditional because it more 
accurately reflects our everyday experience of interacting with the world.
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The dataset collected from Google of front and profile image and mesh of each  pair is generated manually in Blender.
The manual labor for the creation is 
cumbersome and time-consuming. 
Hence , we propose automated and 
efficient technique to create the mesh and 
a texture of the person from the input 
images which can be viewed in blender as 
a 3D model.
For texture, the object detection procedure is used to detect the exact location of the face and extract it for 
UV map. We are using OpenCV library Haar Cascades classifiers. The above diagram shows the technique 
used for the classification of the classifier. The method is used to detect the frontal and profile images and 
process them to find the exact texture for the mesh model. Below image on right is the output of Haar 
Cascades and left image is the output of the texture for 3D model.
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For mesh construction, deep learning method will choose a closest model from the dataset and new texture 
will be applied to the model. This will make it faster to integrate and efficient for all types of devices.
